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Brad Struss: Paul Marit:z
Cameron Myhrvold; Doug Henrich
RE. She!l extensibility and ISVs

- athena is part of windows don’t know what you mean about athena as "a
product to be sold in the near future", athena is lust part of windows
and windows can and will use the st~ell extensions.
- the decision to not expose the shell extension ap=~s was based on a set of
considerations which are no longer operable, the win95 shell will be on
w~nnt and the shell extensions will run fine there - there is no issue
about supporting on nt.
- the win95 team did "make dam sure NT is kept in mind" from the beginning
for Re shell, which is why it ported so easily, we h~ve the x-platform
responsibility and we deliver on it. we have one shell team - the psd
shell team, which droppe.~ off the code to bs~ to do the nt adaptation, they
are not to be "enhandng it", just a straight adaptatJon (unicode, tweaks
for portability, etc); their changes will be merged back into the code base.
IFrom: Brad Struss
ITo: bradsi; paulma
ICc: cameronm; doughe
[Subject: F’W: Shell extensibility and ISVs
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I

I

JLast fall Bill made the decision not to expose the ability to extend
lthe Explorer. In looking at the prerelease Athena PIM, it now appears
~at full Explorer ntegrat~on is supported on both Windows NT and
IW]ndows 95. Th s obviously has ISV impact and we are potentially
lexposed here from a PR and trust perspective.
ITo.recap the history, it was decidecl last fall that the Explorer
lextensibility mechanism that had been documented in early betas would
Ino~ be supported movingforward. ThIs decision was based upon the
I~ fficu ty the V~ndows NT team would have supporting these interfaces
land on the need for MS to figure out our general extens bi
Istrategy. Sinc~ the MSN team was dependant upon using these
linterfaces, a compromise solution was agreed to that allowed a modified
Iversion of the interfaces to support MSN to come up in a separate
[explorer window (vs the old way of actually being listed in the left
[hand pane of the Explorer window along network neighborhood, etc).
JThese interfaces were not planned to be supported beyond the int~tJal
[release of W~n95 and would be doc’d as b-list apis to be gNen out on
lspec~al request so that oliver ISVs could develop an app similar to the
IMSN client if they so desired. As a result of this change, we
[proactively notified ISVs (Stac, Symantec, NetsoR, Oracle, etc.) who
lwere acOvely developing using tt~ese int--,and told them tha.t:._(.1)
ithe functionality of runn=ng in an integratecl ..winaow...was go.ne a.r~..
Ithey were strongly discou..r’~ged_ .frprn using .tn.e .n’~x:l_ ill~o..ap=s at a.~ a
because of compatil~lity riSKS. I nis causea s .~nmcan= cna.nges.
Imany of the r deve opment plans, but they unaetstood aria pusneo
Iforward. The prerelease Athena PIM now displays capabili~es contrary
]to what we have been telling our ISVs.
ICan you please advise on our strategy for these interfaces moving forward?

I

IBrad
IFrom: Scott Henson
tTo: Cameron Myhrvold; Doug Hennch
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ICc: Brad Struss; Jerry Drmn. Tammy Steele
ISubject: Shel extensibdity and ISVs
IDate: 08 August 1995 10:54PM
IPnonty: High
ITh~s ma~l is intended to summarize what t am seeing internally on this
[subject and to voice a STRONG concern for our ISVs!
IThe problem is that approximately a year ago we told ISVs that a set of
~nterfaces (known as namespace extensions) were no longer going to be a
~art of the standard Win32 API set - they were moved ~o an unsupported
status or "b-hst". The rationale at the time was that the interfaces
were difficult to support especially on NT. The specific reason is
mat when a ISV implements a namespace extension they live in the
)rocess space of the operating system. Thus, if an ISV writes their
namespace extension poorly they can bring down the enUre shell. This
is still the case today. Another reason was that the Ren team (Office
96 PIM) was going to hold the key for all future shell innovation (thus
I~e split of the Cairo shell team). Given this. we went and told the
ISVs that there was a lot that they could do in the system with respect
to extensibiltiy BUT they COULD not integrate into the explorer (like
~he control panel and bnefcase) as we had previously mentioned was
~ossible.
So for the last year we have been distributing "b-list" documentation
to ISVs that were interested in the interfaces but always told them
t~at this was not a desirable thing to do because these interfaces
would most likely disappear in the future and there would be an
equivalent way to do this in the future when the problems were solved.
In the meantime there has been interest throughout the coml~any in
extending the shell in the way that the control panel and briefcase do.
So the PSD shell team has gwen them the docs and told them that we
have disthbuted this ISVs and that they are wdting to these
extensions and they would most likely become part of the standard Win32
API set. For the most par~ this is fine from my perspective because
MSN already has buyoff from the NT team to implement what they are
]currently using on V~ndows 95 which is to instantiate themselves into a
Iseparate instance of the Explorer. From a robustness perspective this
lis fine because if the app is bad, then they just bring down that
linstance of the explorer.
IHOWEVER

I

{This is not the limit of what is going on internally. As I mentioned
]there s a ot of ntemal development going on where various group.s
lare imp ementing these interfaces to varying degrees. Again/don’t
Imind if these vanous groups are doing this development wo~ as long as
lit is in the way that MSN is doing it (coming up in their own view,
Iseparate from the system). We can then move the interfaces back to the
Istandard Win32 set and with a little ISV re-education on our part all
lis well. Today my perception cttanged drastically. I have just
linstalled Athena (the lightweight PIM from the P’SD group) onto my
Isystem and to my dismay they are not only using the narnespace
lextensions but they are also displaying themselves in the scope (left)
Ipane and view (right) pane. This is the EXACT thing we told ISVs they
Icould (’and should) not do!
"
IIn short we have a product that will be sold in the very near future
ithat will implement Interfaces that we told ISVs they.should not use
Ibecause we would not be able to support them mowng forward. In the
Imeantime we were developing a product that did exactly that. I can’t
teven express how BAD this is! We loose everything when we do this!
Credibility, trust, lever-age, the works! What’s stra..n~qe abou.,t all of
Ithis is that it looks like th s product works fine on r~/as we,.
]< SO VVHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE? >
IAssuming that we are going to support these APIs as a part of the
[standard Win32 API set we should document them - QUICK! Our ISVs are
lalready months behind. They key thing we need to understand is if we
Iwant ISVs to extend the shel/in the way that A~ena ~s ~loing it

Icurrenuy or me way.
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I=’From my perspectJve this is a reflection much larger problems. We
Ineed to get our act together internally on a shell extensibility
lstrategy. Is Office going to ever be key holder for shell innovt~on?
IlS this going to continue to come from the PSD st~ell team? If so, we
need they need to make dam sure that NT is kept in mind when they do
[things. ~’he on y real way for that to happen is to combine the ~3SD
leffoct and PSD effort into one team. Otherwise there is no fore:rig
Ifunction for development issues like this. Othenanse one team
Iconst~ntly plays cleanup and only the short-term approach wins. Not
Igood. The other problem is that none of this seems to get commumcated
Ito DRG - ~is is important_ We have to hear a rumor from soemone and
Ithen run around like crazy trying to figure out what’s going on. For
Icryin’ out loud - the NT folks did not even know what Athena was!
In any case the decision to unify our teams and strategy needs to take
~lace at a higher (and much more objective place). Any input you might
have is greatly appreoated.

< A SIDE NOTE >
We also need to get our PIM strategy together. Why in the world do we
have Schedule ÷, Ren, Pegasus (I understand this somewhat), and Athena?
This is going to be phenomenally confusing for our constomers.

